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Cherie Lyon

Consciously create your life with the guidance of
the ultimate source for life coaching and spiritual path  

Individual & Group sessions by phone, or in person -    
Chester Springs or @ The Soul Center in Kimberton

www.TheAkashicPath.com    610-458-9876

Yin Yoga & Meditation
with Kristen Butera & Tina Devine 

Feb 18 – 20th, 2011
• Discover personal insights via self reflection & understanding
• Gain valuable tools to quiet the mind
• Decrease stress via mind-body harmony
• Find ways to create and/or deepen your personal practice
• Experience the deep physical release & mental stillness of the Yin
Yoga approach to pose practice

Schedule: Fri: 6:30 – 8:30 PM, Sat 9 – 5 PM, Sun 11- 4 PM
Fees: $225 pre-register, $250 (2 weeks prior to the event or less)

Reserve your space today!

111 East Lancaster Avenue  | Suite G  | Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
610-688-7030  | studio@yogalifeinstitute.com  | www.yogalifeinstitute.com

Atlantis Healing System

Christina Hanser, RMT, HHC, NLP
Angels, Arolo-Tifar® Master Teacher

chris@hanser.com.br
cell: 484-321-1168

117 West Gay Street • Suite 216 • West Chester, PA 19380
www.thelawofattractionforchildren.com

Look, Listen, Breathe & Move 

 

 

PERSONAL VISION 
Perception at the Source of  

Learning, Creativity and Wellness  

Call for a free consultation 
610-299-6210 

www.seeingislearning.com 

 
• HOLISTIC VISION  
  EDUCATION 

• COLOR LIGHT VISION    
BODY BALANCING 

• EYE YOGA  
MEDITATION 

• OCCUPATIONAL 
VISION 

• ARTISTIC VISION  

 



Meditation begins with silence. And from meditative
silence emerges music. In the words of popular Eng-
lish novelist and critic, Aldous Huxley, “After si-

lence, that which comes nearest to expressing the
inexpressible is music" And so, we look to our musicians,
our lyricists, our poets to provide us with this passage to the
meditative experience, this sublime journey from sound to
inner silence 
After the Inner Path, music has always been my passion in
life. So here I will return to it and share some information I
found about four songs and an album that suggest the Inner
Path. Here is a short verse in which each line is an excerpt
from one of the five works that I’ll be citing:
See the meaning of within. 
The truth is plain to see. 
I have found the key to the eternal dream. 
I’ve come to take you home.
Om. 
Tomorrow Never Knows
This Beatles’ song directly gives instructions to bring yourself
into an inner state.
Turn off your mind, relax and float down stream 
Lay down all thought. Surrender to the void. It is shining. 
That you may see the meaning of within. It is being. 
That love is all and love is everyone. It is knowing.
John Lennon wrote the song in January 1966, with lyrics 
indirectly adapted from the Tibetan Book of the Dead. The
song's harmonic structure is derived from Indian music and
is based upon a C drone. The chord over the drone is generally
C major, with some changes to B flat major.
Whiter Shade of Pale
The enormous worldwide success of this song by Procol Harum
points to the evoking of some universal feeling, perhaps
through the inclusion of inspired music by Sebastian S. Bach.
She said, "There is no reason. And the truth is plain to see."
But I wandered through my playing cards. And they would
not let her be.
One of sixteen vestal virgins who were leaving for the coast.
And although my eyes were open wide, they might have just
as well been closed.
The Hammond organ line of "A Whiter Shade of Pale" was
inspired by Johann Sebastian Bach's "Sleepers, Wake!" and
"Air on the G String." A yet closer melodic influence that is 

seldom cited can 
arguably be found 
in the organ choral
prelude "O Mensch
bewein dein' Sünde
groß" (O Man,
Lament Your Sin So
Great) from Bach's
Orgelbüchlein (Little
Organ Book).

Eldorado
The album and the song, Eldorado by Electric Light Orchestra
is about a person’s quest for spiritual enlightenment.
So I will stay, I'll not be back, Eldorado.
I will be free of the world, Eldorado.
And now I found the key to the eternal dream.
According to the song’s composer, Jeff Lynne, "This song is
where the dreamer wakes up to reality, then decides he likes
his dream world better and tries to get back to Eldorado."
On this album Jeff Lynne stopped overdubbing strings, as he had
on the first three ELO albums, and instead hired an orchestra.
Solsbury Hill
This song is the sharing of a spiritual experience by an important
rock performer.
I walked right out of the machinery 
My heart going boom boom boom 
"Hey" he said. "Grab your things 
I've come to take you home." 
"Solsbury Hill" is a song by British musician Peter Gabriel,
about a spiritual experience atop Solsbury Hill in Somerset,
England. Gabriel wrote the song after his departure from the
progressive rock band Genesis, of which he had been the
lead singer since its inception. It was his debut single. The
song uses a 7/4 time signature for the vast majority of the song.
In Search of the Lost Chord 
The Moody Blues moved into an inner path perspective with
their album, Days of Future Past, and continued with it
throughout their career. In Search of the Lost Chordmay be
considered a concept album because several of the tracks
deal with the theme of a person's search for spiritual fulfillment.
Another concept dealt within the album is the search for a
mythical "lost chord”, which is revealed to be the mantra
"Om" (in the last stanza of Graeme Edge's poem "The Word"). 
After using the London Festival Orchestra on Days of Future
Passed, the Moody Blues played all instruments themselves
- approximately 33 - on In Search of the Lost Chord. Indian
instruments such as the sitar (played by guitarist Justin Hayward)
and the tambura (played by keyboardist Mike Pinder) made
audio appearances on several tracks (notably "Departure",
"Visions of Paradise”, and "Om"). Other unconventional (for
the Moody Blues) instruments were also used, notably the
oboe (played by percussionist/flute player Ray Thomas) and
the cello (played by bassist John Lodge, who tuned it as a
bass guitar). The mellotron produced many string and 
horn embellishments.
Being a reader of Yoga Living Magazine, you probably enjoy
songs that in some way connect to your inner spiritual 
nature. Listen to some of the songs that you most enjoy and
see if you can find what it is about them that makes this
deeper connection. You may find this practice an entertaining
and rewarding way to discover more about your inner self
and your higher values. �
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Yoga Theory | by Anthony Michael Rubbo

Upon this Rock MusicUpon this Rock Music
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295 Old Eagle School Road, Wayne, PA 19087
610-293-1227   www.doctorhandel.com Brian E. Handel, DMD

In Practice Over 16 Years

• Mercury Free/Metal Free Dentistry
• Safe & Effective Mercury Removal

• Digital X-rays (80-90% less radiation)
• Free Consultation/Second Opinion

A HIGHER LEVEL OF CARE WHERE ORAL HEALTH BE-
COMES PART OF YOUR OVERALL HEALTH.

Get ready to change the way you 
feel about dentists.

THE MIRACLE OF LASER DENTISTRY
AT WAYNE DENTAL CARE

No needles for numbing • No drills
No scary sounds • No extra charge • Virtually pain-free

Zaps cold sores/fever blisters

2011 Winter Yoga Alliance-Certified
Power Vinyasa Yoga 200-Hour Teacher Training

In Malvern Starts January 15th, 2011

2011 Spring Yoga Alliance-Certified
Power Vinyasa Yoga 200-Hour Teacher Training

In Philadelphia Starts April 3rd, 2011
Training cost is $1500.

Testimonials
“If you want to become an awakened, 

energized, and inspiring teacher, then Power Yoga Work’s
Teacher Training is a must.” – Isuaro F, RYT

“The teacher training program at PYW has opened up 
endless number of doors for me.” – Tina S, RYT

“Teacher Training was truly a 
life-changing experience!” – Becky M.

“The teacher training program at PYW was one of 
the most positive experiences in my life.”– Janice T.

www.poweryogaworks.com

MALVERN STUDIO
81 LANCASTER AVENUE

610.889.9642

PHILLY STUDIO
3527 LANCASTER AVENUE

215.243.9642
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Yoga Interview | by Kristen Butera

What initially brought you
to Yoga? Tell us a little bit
about your discovery process.
My father brought me to
Yoga. He was studying at the
Sivananda Center in New
York in the late 70’s. My first
class was in 1978. I went for

an open class and experienced conscious relaxation at
the end of the class - from then on I was hooked. From
there I signed up for a beginner’s course and the next
summer I enrolled in a month long teacher training
course at an ashram in Canada.

How has your practice evolved over the years?
It’s evolved as my interests have evolved. I began 
observing differences between the students I was 
teaching in class and became interested in exploring
those differences through understanding anatomy. 
I began adapting the things I was teaching and began
examining why certain bodies can do certain things and
while others cannot, and that line of study continues to
inspire me. When I met Desikachar in 1987, my 
studies took on a whole other dimension because I saw
that this system worked much better than what I had
originally been taught. This inspired me to understand
the anatomical reason for understanding how his 
system worked and in the process I became more 
focused on breathing and how it relates to all the other
aspects of yoga.

Yoga has become increasingly popular in the past decade.
Why do you think this is?
There are a lot of factors. A key one, which I can relate
to, is a more athletic form of yoga that became more 
popular in the late 80’s, early 90’s as the Ashtanga 
influence became greater and greater. At this point, it
was something that the gyms and health clubs adopted
as a form of working out. So the idea that yoga is a
workout became a big factor in its popularity. From this
physical perspective, both Yoga and the fitness industry
have evolved into a more sophisticated approach that
involves biomechanics, safety and injury prevention.
Now the idea of using Yoga therapeutically and teaching
it in ways that will prevent injury, has become a very
hot topic.

You have been a strong voice in the community on the issues
of national regulation and standards for Yoga teachers.
Tell us a little bit about your take on this issue.
I’m not arguing against licensing for Yoga teachers or
Yoga therapists. I’m arguing that licensing laws per se are
immoral. They are violating the rights of the groups they
are imposed upon. It is also an issue of free speech, as it
was argued by the Institute of Justice, who brought the
federal suit in Virginia defending teachers’ rights to teach
Yoga and train people to become Yoga teachers. Whether
Yoga teachers are teaching students or teachers, when we
view it as a form of free speech, it cannot rightly be in
any way  abridged by the government. If part of what
Yoga teachers do is teach about the nature of freedom,
then they have to be willing to protect the freedom to
teach. It’s easy enough for the Yoga community to say
that we are for high standards, but for some reason it
seems harder for people to say what they are against. The
‘yes’ cannot exist without a ‘no’, and the ‘no’ in this case
is that no one has the right to tell us how to teach, who
to teach and what the standards should be. Standards
should be implemented on a purely voluntary basis. My
issue is the government trying to force Yoga studios into
compliance, and that is what I’ve been fighting against.

What are some of your favorite books about Yoga 
and Spirituality?
Naturally, my teacher Desikachar’s book, Heart of Yoga,
is one of my favorites. My very favorite is Health, Healing
and Beyond, a biography of Krishnamacharya written by
Desikachar and Richard Cravens. Unfortunately, it is out
of print, but there are plans to bring it out in a new edition
sometime in 2011.

What advice would you give to any practitioner of yoga to
enhance their practice?
Pay attention to your breathing. Pay attention to how the
movements of your body are related to the movements of
your breath. That’s the most important thing for any
practitioner whether they are a beginner or more advanced
in their practice. The breath is the ultimate teacher of yoga.
It teaches us about our bodies, it teaches us about our mind,
it teaches us about the human condition because breathing
is both voluntary and autonomic. It encompasses all of the
things that we have some control over and all of the things
that we cannot control and must surrender to. This goes
right to the heart of how Yoga practice is defined. �

Yoga Teacher and Anatomist 
Leslie Kaminoff

An Interview with 
Yoga Teacher and Anatomist 

Leslie Kaminoff
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Chung Dam 
Spa & Fitness
Chung Dam 

Spa & Fitness
Philadelphia’s Only 

Korean/Japanese Style Spa
Offering a wide variety of services:
•Hot Jade Stone Room •Body Scrub & Massage
•Hot Yellow Clay •High Pressure Water Massage
w/Charcoal Room •Dry Sauna

•Warm Granite Room •Herbal Steam Sauna
•erapeutic Massage •Full Service Fitness Center
•Whole Body Scrub •Café Restaurant

$15 Off $15 Off
Body Scrub & Massage erapeutic Massage

w/ this coupon w/ this coupon

Melrose Shopping Center
41 E. Cheltenham Ave. • Cheltenham, Pa. 19012

Tel: 215-635-6170 • www.chungdamspa.com
Open 7 Days a Week - 8:30am - 11:00pm 
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Holistic Medical Practice
H e i d i  W i t t e l s ,  m d

Montgomery Rehab Associates 
Montgomery Rehab Center of Chestnut Hill

8601 Stenton Avenue, Suite 100, Wyndmoor, PA 19038
215-233-6226 r hlwitt322@yahoo.com

Most
Insurances
Accepted

Dr. Wittels
is well-known

for the creative
solutions and

improved health
of her patients. 

Conveniently located near Rt. 309 & Papermill Road
(10-minutes from PA Turnpike)

• Board-Certified in Holistic Medicine
• Board-Certified Specialist in Physical Med-
icine and Rehabilitation

• Extensive training in Functional Medicine
(Metabolic and Nutritional Medicine)

• Treatment and Risk Prevention for    meta-
bolic syndrome/diabetes, obesity, back and
joint disorders, chronic fatigue, fibromyal-
gia, irritable bowel syndrome, allergies, and
heavy metal exposure

• Diagnostic Metabolic Testing
• Effective treatment to increase energy   and
balance metabolism

The Glamorous Life 
Day Spa &Women’s Fitness Center 

 

From “0 to Bikini” in 4 weeks! 
 A Revolutionary Anti Cellulite Workout Equipment 

Europe’s New Breakthrough Technology  

VACUFIT® 
1 of Only 2 Locations in the USA 
20 SESSIONS-30MINUTES-4 WEEKS 

 

Effects of Using Vacu Fit® Equipment 
 
Improves Circulation of Blood & Lymph 
Reduces Appearance of Cellulite 
Burns Fat Faster 
Promotes Positive Mood 
Tones & Smoothes Skin  
 
 

Vacufit is an Elliptical Trainer enclosed inside a Vacuum Chamber! 
The secrete to Vacufits effectiveness is underpressure, which 

intensifies fat burning. 
 

Make your appointment for a 10 minute FREE trial session! 
125 Mill Street, Bristol, PA 19007 – 215-781-9777 

 

Professional Training in Oriental Bodywork
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INTRO TO  
SHIATSU

 Jan. 29-30  
 Feb. 26-27

CENTRAL  
CHANNEL I & II  

 Mar. 8-13

STRUCTURAL 
ALIGNMENT I & II  

 Jan. 20-23 
 Mar. 24-27

THAI MASSAGE
with Barb Panno 

 Jan. 29-30
LEVEL ONE

 Begins February

NEW TAI CHI
 Jan. 10

 

International School of Shiatsu
10 South Clinton St., Suite 300 

Doylestown, PA 18901
(215) 340-9918

www.shiatsubo.com

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
  

 

 

 

 

Emotional Yoga
Combining Yoga and The Emotional
Freedom Technique (EFT)

This technique is a unique approach to healing
that combines two proven, well-developed
modalities (yoga and EFT). It is especially 
useful in treating: anxiety, anger, depression,
fears, phobias, PTSD, OCD, trauma, addictions,
eating disorders, stress, headaches, and chronic
physical pain.

Services:
Emotional Yoga, EFT, and 
yoga for individuals, 
couples, and groups.

Daralyse Lyons
Emotional Yoga, LLC
www.emotionalyoga.info
267-297-5787
emotionalyoga@aol.com
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500-Hour Advanced 
Yoga Teacher Training

January 2012 – December 2012

In-depth study of:
• Yoga’s Historical Roots
• Experiential Anatomy and Physiology
• Energy and the Subtle Body
• Art and Science of Sequencing
• Teaching Special Populations
• Workshop Development and 

Presentation

Deepen self-knowledge 
and fully integrate yoga principle into 

your classes and life.

2000 Pennsylvania Ave • Wilmington, DE 19806
www.empoweredyoga.com • 302-654-9642

MASSAGE  MATTERS  COUPON

$10OFF
Your First One-Hour

Massage
(must present coupon at time of purchase.)
(offer good for your first massage only)

Penny S. Kulp, BA, CMT, PDMT
MASSAGE MATTERS

THE BEST IN MASSAGE THERAPY & 
PREVENTATIVE & RESTORATIVE MUSCLE CARE

• Deep Tissue Therapy
• Sport Therapy, Rehabilitation
• Therapeutic Massage

• Pfrimmer Deep Muscle Therapy
• Swedish Massage
• Myofascial Release

Gift Certificates &
Packages Available

337 W. Lancaster Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087

Office or On-Site Therapy 
by Appointment

610-415-9060

Penny Kulp grew up in Chester Springs, PA, in a caring family             en-
vironment. After a short time in business, her concern for others led
her into a career as a Massage Therapist.

A graduate of Episcopal Academy and Gettysburg College, Penny     com-
pleted her professional training at the Pennsylvania School of Muscle
Therapy in 1998. She started practicing at her current location in June
of 1999, and has since gained the respect of many clients.

Penny is a certified Massage Therapist specializing in Pfrimmer Deep
Muscle Therapy, as well as Therapeutic and Swedish Massage. 

Member of the American Massage Therapy Association



Book Reviews: Tools to Help You Transform | by Teresa Winte
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FIVE WISHES
by Gay Hendricks

In his new book, Five Wishes, author Gay Hendricks hands us a map to change the course of our life.
Using his own unfulfilled life as a guide to make your dreams come true, and drawing on personal experience,
the author shares genuine insights that changed the course of his life. Written as a short story from a
conversation had at a party he did not want to attend, the author shares details on how he changed
his life from one of wanting and dissatisfaction to one full of wealth, wisdom and a joy.

This little book offers two big gifts: As a story, it’s thrilling, heartwarming, and funny. As a guide to
making your dreams come true, it is invaluable. If you have the courage to ask yourself five questions
and answer them from your source of truth – your heart; the Five Wishes can teach you to be open to
the change you desire by framing your wishes in a straightforward approach and turning them into
powerful affirmations. Each wish is supported through a guided chapter in the book, with subsequent
steps to help lead you to make these wishes come true. 

Editors Note: A heartfelt and inspirational story that will make you want to release old thought patterns and open
to the unlimited potential within.

DVD: BREATH-CENTERED YOGA
with Leslie Kaminoff

This lovely DVD provides yoga sequences for increasing flexibility, balance, strength, relaxation, and
mental clarity. Participants can practice the content of the DVD in its entirety, or they can create 
customized sequences in 20-minute, 30-minute, 40-minute, or 60-minute segments. In these practice
sessions, yoga teacher Leslie Kaminoff teaches how each breath interacts with the body in a distinctive
way that is unique to the poses he is teaching, and offers a variety of ways to bring attention to the
breath, release the muscles and calm the mind.

What makes this DVD unique is the degree to which the student can individualize his or her experience.
There are four yoga pose models in the DVD, and each of them modifies the same sequence in a way
that works for his or her unique body structure. In addition to this special feature, the DVD also 
includes individual audio tracks for each model’s movement in order to explain the purpose of their
modifications in more detail.

As you watch and participate in Breath-Centerd Yoga, your body will feel the tension release by listening
to Leslie’s gentle voice. Kaminoff clearly communicates how the breath is the principle that unites the
mind and the body into a singular activity and that concept really comes through in the yoga sequences.

Editors Note: This DVD offers clear insight into the power of breathing and empowers students of all body types
and levels of fitness to practice safely and comfortably in the privacy of their own homes.

LIVING IN THE SPIRIT OF YOGA
by Gudjon Bergmann

This new offering from yoga teacher Gudjon Bergmann reads as a handbook on topics of love, empa-
thy, letting go of the past and relaxation.  Based on personal experience and years of teaching others
the basic principles of a yoga lifestyle, the author is gifted at guiding students on how to live yoga in
the real world. The book focuses on the concept of taking yoga off the mat and into everyday life, and
how to create the same sense of peace in daily life that one might have after a yoga class. Through con-
cise, yet detailed chapters, this book explains how to do exactly that - offering insightful ways of deal-
ing with life’s realities in a yogic way.  

The book also explains simple practices to cultivate a healthy lifestyle and improve the interactions
with the people we encounter.  With over 70 yogic practices for the mind, body and spirit reinter-
preted for people in the 21st Century the author has tailored some of the more esoteric yogic philoso-
phies to modern life, while staying true to the traditional core values of self-knowledge and self-mastery,
compassion, universal love, and selfless service. 

Editors Note: With its clear focus on the practical application of traditional yoga philosophy for daily life, this
book is an excellent read for anyone looking to go beyond yoga asana and tap into the power of a yoga lifestyle.
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Dr. Alpa Bhatt, BAMS, LMBT, NMT
ayurvedic holistic  physician

NC License #4703, Member of AMTA

Ayurvedic Lifestyle Education, Body Type & Pulse Analysis, Diet
Marma & Neuro Massage Therapy, Ayurvedic Acupuncture 

Shirodhara, Yoga & Natural Remedies

for more information please call 732-857-6411
Center For Optimal Health, Plymouth Meeting, PA

New Office in Ardmore, Pa • Lionville Pharmacy, Exton, PA

AYURVEDA

Body, Mind & Spirit Restoration with Ayurveda

Are you spiritually hungry, 

religiously confused 

or struggling with doubt in your 

Search for God? 

This publication explores 

Raja Yoga as the 

Science of Divine Perception 

 

A FREE PUBLICATION 

 

Request your free 

Subscription from 

www.pub-rail.com 

or write 

H McCollum Publications 

3901 Conshohocken Ave 

Apt E-11 

Philadelphia, PA 

19131-5410        

          



Psychology and Health | by Michael Cheikin MD
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THE TERM "AUTO-IMMUNE SYNDROME" ("AIS")
says it all--the immune system attacks the body
itself. While there is a growing list (see the table

on page 30) and lots of overlap, all of these conditions,
at least from the holistic point of view, spin off the
same center. While they are called "diseases", they are
really "syndromes" since we truly don't know the cause
in most cases.

AIS is the immune system's version of lemmings 
walking off a cliff--the body begins to destroy itself. 
(A similar, and related condition, cancer, also involves
the immune system, where it stands by while it
watches rogue cells take over--this will be discussed in
a future article).

The Western Explanation
Science explains that in AIS the immune
system is taught to recognize certain bad
"bio-markers" (proteins or other components
of cells) that identify their carrier (bacteria,
virus, etc.) as evil. The immune system
then attacks the carrier of this marker. The
bio-markers of certain viruses and other
agents have signatures that are similar to
normal body tissues. The immune system
then begins to attack these tissues, causing
illness. For example, in Multiple Sclerosis,
the tissue that is attacked is the myelin
that coats the nerve cells in the brain. This causes a
secondary inflammatory reaction, with swelling and
local tissue destruction.

Western Treatment
Once the immune system enters this confused state,
conventional medicine has limited treatment options--to
suppress or to kill the immune system, or to remove the
tissue that is being attacked (such as in Graves disease,
where the thyroid gland is destroyed or surgically 
removed). These treatments, using powerful, chronic
drugs such as cortisone, or methotrexate, have serious
side-effects, including tendency toward infections,
weakening of bone and skin, damage to fast-growing
tissue such as the skin and gut lining, and diabetes.
Even the newer immune-modulating treatments such
as Enbrel has serious potential side effects.

Facts About Auto-Immune Diseases
1) Having one AIS pre-disposes to a second;
2) There is a genetic/family pre-disposition to AIS's;
3) Rheumatoid arthritis (and other AIS's) improves

during a fast
4) If people with Ulcerative Colitis or Crohns Disease

(auto-immune bowel diseases) are fed bacteria
from healthy people, they have improvement
equal to that of medication;

5) Vitamin D deficiency increases the risk of 
developing AIS's;

6) The adrenal hormone, cortisone, or its derivative,
is the main drugs used for most AIS's

Holistic Treatment
Putting these interesting clues together,
holistic medicine figured out how to slow
down, or even reverse AIS. At the center of
these syndromes is the confusion and 
over-reactivity of the immune system. It is
possible to naturally calm down, and
sometimes re-program the immune system.

The Gut-Immune Connection. 
When thinking about the immune system,
the first place to look is the gut. While too
complex to discuss in detail (see prior 
articles on Leaky Gut Syndrome and 

others), up to 80% of the immune system resides
around the gut, monitoring the trillions of 
bacteria and yeast that naturally live there. When this
farm goes awry, the gut leaks toxins and harmful
agents into the body, causing toxicity and biochemical
stress, igniting the immune system and also impairing
neurological function. Situations that can cause gut
dysfunction, even without any symptoms include:
chronic constipation, GERD, chronic use of acid-blocking
medicines, NSAID's, birth control pills, recurrent yeast
and other infections, antibiotics, conventional diet
lacking good nutrients and foods with known toxins
such as mercury (fish) and pesticides (conventional
produce, tea, coffee).

Allergy to specific foods, especially dairy, wheat,
gluten, soy and nightshades (tomatoes, eggplant,
white potatoes) can act as a toxin or irritant and

AUTOIMMUNE SYNDROMES: 
THE ULTIMATE IMMUNE CONFUSION

continued on page 30
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“Go holistic with you medical doctor”
Dr. Tetlow is available for questions, 

call to schedule a time to speak with her.

(888) 702-7974
MD Appointments at the Resiliency Center
Ambler Professional Center, Bldg B
602 S. Bethlehem Pike, Ambler, PA 19002

www.beingmybestself.com
Info@beingmybestself.com

Georgia Tetlow, MD
Clinical Asst Prof. of Rehabilitation Medicine, Thomas Jefferson Medical College
Bravewell Fellow, Program in Integrative Medicine U. of Arizona

Mind • Body • Soul
www.E s s e n t i a lWe l l n e s sCt r. c om

610-647-5407

Jeanie Ruland Matteson, MA
Restorative Reiki

For emotional clarity, relaxation and embodiment
610-738-0988

Email: jeanie@createandheal.com

Renee Eells, LCSW
Therapist

Supporting each client on their path to wellness
484-678-4718

Email: rfeells@comcast.net

Jenny Lynne Stout, MA
Holistic Psychotherapy

Transforming Trauma and Clearing Self-Destructive Patterns
215-499-7456

http://jenniferstout.vpweb.com/

1568 McDaniel Drive • West Chester, PA 19380
610-738-0988 • www.createandheal.com
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This general information should not be
used to make decisions about medical care without the 
involvement of an experienced practitioner.

cause sufficient gut inflammation to instigate or 
perpetuate any AIS. Testing for food allergy remains
controversial as many tests give variable false positive
and false negative results. A comprehensive 
elimination/detox diet, under professional guidance is
always advised as part of the 
evaluation and treatment program.
In some cases, food allergy by itself
can be a predominant causal factor.

Adrenal Balance. The adrenal
glands are the shock absorbers 
of the body (see article on 
Adrenal Fatigue). When stress, 
either physical, physiological, or
psycho-emotional, becomes
chronic, these glands cannot
keep up production of important
stress-modulating hormones 
including cortisol, DHEA and 
pregnenolone. The job of these
hormones is at times to stoke the
immune system, and at other
times to suppress it. Most holistic
physicians agree that an imbal-
ance between cortisol and DHEA
enables the immune system to
become confused. It is no 
surprise that the mainstay of
treatment for most AIS's is the use of cortisone. 
However, rather than using these hormones medically
in very high doses, by working to reduce stress (good
sleep, yoga, simplification, psycho-spiritual exploration),
and giving these glands gentle support through diet,
proper supplementation, and detoxification the body
can un-wind out of adrenal fatigue.

Holistic treatment of AIS should always include diagnostic
tests looking for factors and/or toxins that enable such
confusion. These include vitamin and mineral deficiency,
fatty acid imbalance, heavy metal toxicity, dysbiosis
(imbalanced bacteria and yeast in the gut), parasites,
petroleum-based toxins, mold toxins (from a home),
genetically based biochemical dysfunctions, halide 
imbalance (see prior article on Thyroid Dysfunction),
and in some cases, even more exoteric energy testing.
While some of these tests are controversial and not
"covered" by insurance, given the value of discovering
a hidden causal factor, they are worth the investment
if amortized over the value of a lifetime.

Three important supplements are omega-3 fish oils,
omega-6 gamma-linoleic acid and vitamin D. They are
well established natural re-balancers of the immune

system. However, they must be supported by other 
nutrients such as anti-oxidants and should not be
taken in isolation. Blood tests should guide dosage,
because absorption varies and too much, too little, or
the wrong ratio can limit results or cause toxicity.

Psycho-Spiritual 
Energetic Realm
While this realm evokes skepticism
and controversy, true healing of
AIS requires exploration of the
psycho-spiritual-energetic nature
of these conditions. Since AIS's
are serious and dangerous, 
treatments that are uncomfortable
or unconventional, as long as not
dangerous, should be considered.

It cannot be disputed that in AIS,
the body attacks itself. Even if
there is a clear genetic disposition,
most people are not born with
AIS, but develop it. (Twin studies
have demonstrated that only 
20-30% of disease is genetically
hard-wired, therefore most illness
involves an environmental or
lifestyle component). Past physical
or psycho-emotional traumas can

block energy flow, enabling more serious imbalances
to follow. Themes of guilt, regret, anger, hatred, or
simple unhappiness with current relationship or job
need to be explored to make sure that they are not
contributing to the web of causal factors.

Energy treatments such as acupuncture, body work
(such as massage, Reiki and zero balancing) 
homeopathy, and more modern techniques such as
NAET, NET, and NMT can be an effective component
of the healing process. In addition, psychotherapy,
journaling, hypnosis, and in some cases, more 
esoteric treatment such as shamanism or past life 
regression might be necessary.

Life is a mystery. Regardless of the commercials 
that try to make us passive recipients of life, by 
self-empowerment and taking an honest assessment
of the multi-dimensional nature of our lives, healing
of serious conditions such as AIS's is a true possibility
for most seekers. �
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THE POPULARITY OF ENEMAS HAS WAXED AND
WANED, but until recently, they were a standard home
remedy for many families and have a well-documented

history as a prophylactic and curative since ancient Vedic times.
In the modern form, Colon Hydrotherapy is a well known 
adjunct to dietary cleanses. The theory is that without cleansing
the colon, endotoxins are unable to completely exit the system,
minimizing the benefits of dietary or herbal cleansing alone.
Along the same lines, without Colon Hydrotherapy, the die-off
from fungal, bacterial or parasitic cleanses may be reabsorbed.
While enemas can assist with this, they only use ounces of
water compared with the gallons used in Colon Hydrotherapy,
and only reach the sigmoid colon, not the entire intestinal tract.
With such purported benefits as relief from chronic constipation
(often experienced by those on several medications or 
undergoing chemotherapy), more energy, a flatter belly, less
gas, mental clarity, better breath and body odor, improved
hydration (reported by runners receiving treatment prior to
races), better liver function and improved peristalsis (ability
to move things along the intestinal tract) through toning, it is
worth looking more deeply into this modern treatment.
Recently, this more modern form of cleansing has gained a
good deal of acceptance by parts of the medical establishment
as the most effective way to prepare the colon pre-endoscopy.
According to an interviewed practitioner, seven insurance
companies cover Colon Hydrotherapy for this purpose. 
While there are home systems available, it is wise to consult a
professional for a first experience. Before choosing a therapist,
you should be aware that there are a few different equipment
set-ups that might be used; falling broadly in the category of
open and closed systems.  
With closed systems, there is a speculum with two tubes; the
waste is contained and the therapist and client don’t come
in contact with fluid.
Open systems (which include most home systems) use the gravity
method. There is a table with an opening for your bottom
with a guard. The release is a much more primal and 
individual experience.
A confluence of open and closed systems is the Woods closed
gravity system which is a DIY kit (resulting in varying 
equipment set-ups) to be used by hydrotherapy professionals.
Whatever method you select, it is recommended that the
therapist administering the treatment should have a minimum
100 hour foundation level certification with an I-ACT or
GPAC instructor. Prior to the session, the therapist may go

over tips on how to get the most of Colon Hydrotherapy. This
includes having you fill out a detailed health questionnaire
and making recommendations as to diet and supplements.
We store a lot of unresolved emotion in the abdominal area
and Colon Hydrotherapy can facilitate deep releases, placing
the client in a vulnerable state. In addition to experience and
credentials, establishment of safety and trust should be part
of selecting a practitioner.
The client is advised not to eat two hours before a session or
drink for one hour. They change into a gown and lie on the
massage table; the room should be warm and cozy. The client
lies on his side and self-inserts the speculum – it only goes in
3 inches. Once inserted, the client then turns onto his back
and places knees up during the session. With the closed 
system, there is a series of gentle fills and releases. During the
release, water pressure is raised a bit.
It takes time to relax and release fecal matter, especially during
the first session. There may be more release on the toilet 
afterwards, but don’t worry - no one has reported an accident
traveling from a session! During the appointment, abdominal
massage, aromatherapy or other methods may be used alone
or in combination to create a calming atmosphere, depending
on the practitioner.
Initially, five sessions in a two week period are recommended.
After that, some like to cleanse seasonally or at least three
times a year. There are no physical dependency issues with
Colon Hydrotherapy in contrast to using enemas, which may
be habit forming.
Some may experience cramps and pressure after a session,
but this is not typical when the practitioner is using a slow
flow method. Don’t be alarmed if you don’t have a bowel
movement for a day or two after; you may or may not. Many
providers may recommend a regimen of probiotics and 
electrolytes after the cleanse series, although they are not
strictly required. Clients are advised to take it easy after 
treatment; allowing the physical and emotional release to
gently integrate into daily life.  �

Footnotes and References:
(1) Enemas have been documented in such varied and venerable texts as the Ayurvedic
Charaka Samhita. The Egyptian Ebers Papyrus, The Essene Gospel, and Babylonian
and Assyrian tablets from 600 B.C. Retrieved from: www.colonic-association.com.
Louis XIV (1638-1715) was reported to have over 2,000 enemas during his career and
a wood-cutting exists of the enemas being given during court functions. Source: Some
Penetrating Insights: The Imagery of Enemas in Art. Laurinda S. Dixon: Retrieved from:
http://www.jstor.org/stable/777365 on 10/10/10.
(2) Retrieved from:  http://www.dotoloresearch.com/pre-endoscopy.htm on 10/8/10.   
(3) www.i-act.org
(4) www.gpact.org

What is 
Colon Hydrotherapy?
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Convenient Appointments Before & After Work or School! Saturday & Sunday Hours Also Available

Comfortable Dentistry You Can Trust & Afford!

(610) 664-1641  •  www.OrchidDentalPA.com

•  The Latest Procedures, Instruments & Techniques
•  Environmentally Sensible Dental Practice
•  Gentle, Private-Practice Dentist
•  Low-Radiation Digital X-Rays
•  Same-Day All-Porcelain Crowns, Onlays & Veneers
•  Non Surgical, Laser Gum Disease Therapy
•                       ~ Clear Braces
•  Little or No Out-of-Pocket Costs for Insured Patients!
•  Emergencies Welcome  •  0% Interest Payments Available

Ranti Aryani, DDS
15 North Presidential Boulevard

Suite 303  •  Bala Cynwyd

Affordable Dental Plan Available as Low as $175/yr.
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I magine you win a major lottery.
Anything vast and permanent
wealth can create in your life is now

yours. That’s bound to make you really
happy, right? Alternatively, suppose
you lost the use of both legs—wouldn’t
that seriously reduce any future happi-
ness? Just think: you would never walk
again. Surprisingly, careful research
shows this is not true. Big lottery win-
ners revert quickly to the same or worse
levels of happiness. But, astonishingly,
paraplegics confined to wheelchairs end
up typically as happy and fulfilled as
they were before.

With this in mind, let’s look at chronic
diseases. Among these are conditions
that don’t diagnose easily, won’t seem
to go away, and can amount to either
minor or major stumbling blocks in life.
They certainly do not impact individuals
the way loss of two or more limbs
would. But here’s what’s odd. These
ailments cut very often more deeply
into people’s happiness than does liv-
ing from a wheelchair 

Our dominant approach to health care is
impersonal, liability-driven, drug-centered,
over-specialized, and largely mechanical.
Together, these create a kind of chronic
disease trap. Working as a wellness
coach, helping people avoid this trap, I
regularly see the patterns that create it.
Watch for these, and your prognosis
gets much better.

Paraplegics don’t “cure” their condition.
Instead, it evolves them. As the loss is 
accepted, they focus on exploring from
the wheelchair the in’s and out’s of a
new way of living. Interests and talents
that were dormant before germinate
and take root. New activities arise that
bypass the condition. These populate
the landscape of a different, but equally,
or sometimes, more fulfilling life. I’m not
suggesting this doesn’t take courage. It
does. But there’s such an important 

reversal. Here, you could almost say,
it’s the disease that “cures” the person.
As a quadriplegic, Christopher Reeve 
became another kind of “superman”.
Dr. Dan Gottlieb, of WHYY’s “Voices
in the Family”, similarly challenged,
has created an amazing life.

Alternatively, afflicted with a chronic
condition, you very often find yourself
on a confusing merry-go-round of
“treatments” aimed at fixing it. These
can be slow and possibly strenuous. You
lose time to tests and appointments,
and go on elaborate regimens of 
supplements or prescription drugs. You
may endure extreme cleanses or 
enforced dietary changes. Side effects
appear. Various learned and hopefully
caring specialists still all see something
different as “the” likely cause. Most 
advise some narrowly focused remedy
to push that variable back in place.
Meanwhile, costs mount and your pre-
vious ways of enjoying life go on hold.
Fear becomes a real issue. In short, the
“cure” is now every bit as much of a
problem as the disease.

Is it important for medical profession-
als to rule out or treat clear cut, major
diseases? Certainly. Can supplements,
cleanses, or medications help? 
Absolutely. But their effectiveness
drops significantly if your interests,
passions, and ways of enjoying life are
fading from view. Or if, perhaps, they
had already gone missing somewhere
along the way. Your body rallies best in
support of some form of passionately
pursued interests. What if your 
symptoms are themselves a biological
call to restore lost meaning?

Resolving chronic diseases means really
accepting the limitations they impose,
temporarily at least, and at the same
time maintaining, rekindling, or evolving
that which interests and excites you.
Do this, and one of two things will 

follow. Either you will actually get the
cure that eluded you before—because
you have gotten the message to grow
and avoided the trap. Or else the 
“disease” will move off to the side. It
will become something with minimal
impact on your meaningful life.

In my early sixties, I developed a
painful condition in my feet. Having
lived a very health-conscious life, I was
shocked. Over 15 months, 9 different
alternative and mainstream healing
professionals worked with me. 
Ultimately, no physiological explanation
appeared. Despite the care and support
of these good individuals, it only got
worse. The pain punched right through
medication. I had to quit working.
Walks, woodwork, sailing, dancing, 
social life, even pain-free days 
disappeared from my life. It seemed
like I would be crippled.

At the same time, I never quit trying to
fathom what my body was telling me. I
wrote reports trying to get the various
practitioners to understand each other’s
perspectives. I saw the downward 
spiral I was in and held on fiercely to
whatever was left that I could enjoy. 
At its worst, satisfaction for me 
dwindled to sitting and carving little
figures out of wood—an ambition 
I had never found time for before.
Only when the quest led to family
constellation work and wellness 
coaching did my feet improve.

A terrible experience, yes? But I see it
now as the best thing that ever happened
to me. Is that hard to believe? Well,
out of it came a new career, the love of
a wonderfully well-matched partner,
and a self deeply liberated from the
scars of a dysfunctional birth family.
This is the lottery I had always wanted
to win. �

1Martin Seligman Ph.D., Authentic Happiness, p. 48

Coach Thyself: 
Resolving Chronic Disease
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FAMILY
CONSTELLATIONS

·
A New Horizon in Healing

· Reveal and re-align hidden loyalties
to your ancestral family—release
anchors for stubborn problems in
health, relationships, or career

· Experience a spontaneous resolution
to your problem, or find that
previously ineffective remedies now
work

· Do this for yourself, your children,
or recommend it to clients and loved
ones who find health or success
mysteriously blocked

This is not astrology, and takes
relatively little time and money

Michael Reddy, Ph.D, CPC

610 469 7588
michael@reddyworks.com

Call or visit www.reddyworks.com
to learn more about Wellness Coaching

and private, telephone, or group constellations
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LET’S FACE IT. Our feet are underappreciated. They
carry the weight of our bodies with nary a complaint.
We smoosh them into poorly fitted shoes that force

our little phalanges into unnatural shapes. And then we
stand on them for hours. We depend on our feet to keep
us moving from home to work and then, at the end of
the day, we increase the massive force of each footfall by
slipping on a pair of running shoes and going for a jog
on hard concrete. And what thanks do they get? Nada.  
If they’re lucky we’ll give our toes a wee wiggle before
bed. Our feet deserve more. Pedicures are pretty, but I’m
talking about deep healing. I’m talking about maintaining
the health of our feet while supporting health and healing
throughout the entire body. I’m talking reflexology.
Reflexology to the Rescue
Reflexology is a massage and pressure point technique
applied to the sole of the foot similar in theory to 
acupressure massage and acupuncture. I know – I bet
you think you’re too ticklish. Who hasn’t suffered under
the hands of an older sibling who, at some point during
our childhood, took cruel delight in torturing us by 
tickling our toes, home to thousands of nerve endings?
But stimulating these nerve endings – with a firm and
not ticklish touch – sends messages to corresponding
areas of the body. Reflexology calms the nervous system
and supports our body in a way that restores equilibrium
by stimulating sluggish energetic pathways while settling
pathways that are overactive, thus providing an 
opportunity for the body to begin the healing process.
Reflexology builds and sustains our reserves and enables
us to cope with day-to-day stress triggers. Regular 
reflexology treatments may also shorten our recovery
time from major life upsets or illness.
A Brief History 
Eastern cultures noticed the link between the health of
our feet and general wellness thousands of years ago.
They didn’t call their work reflexology, and they hadn’t
mapped out the foot reflexes, but they knew that regular
massage and an appreciation for the feet supported 
overall vitality. Reflexology as we know it today arrived
more recently in the West – during the early part of the
twentieth century – when Eunice Ingham developed the
reflex ‘maps’ therapists are familiar with today. The 
popularity of reflexology is on the rise as therapists and
clients discover the intense effects working on the soles

of the feet have on the rest of the body. Reflexology is a
gentle way for clients who are not comfortable disrobing
for a full-body massage to receive the stress relieving
benefits of touch therapy.
In the Zone
Reflexology divides the foot into ten vertical zones and
three horizontal zones. The zones act like a guide for
the reflexologist – a ‘foot map’ of sorts. In theory a
blockage in one part of a zone correlates to a particular
organ but also influences everything else in that zone.
Working the appropriate and specific foot reflex within
the zone will stimulate subtle muscular contraction or
release throughout the zone. The zones of the feet are
similar to the meridians used in acupuncture and 
acupressure. As with acupuncture and acupressure, 
reflexology is a therapy that demonstrates the 
interrelationship between the different physiological 
systems as well as the mind, body and spirit.
Tell Me More…
A reflexology treatment lasts between forty-five minutes
and an hour. Unlike a full-body massage you’ll 
remain – except for your feet of course – fully clothed.
The therapist will begin by ‘greeting’ both feet, looking
for any abnormalities, calluses or injuries. It’s better to
skip the toenail polish on the day of your treatment – your
therapist will want to note any discoloration in the nail
bed. Finally, she’ll take a whiff. An odor coming from
the feet may point to a kidney or liver imbalance – but
remember, reflexology is not a diagnostic tool. An 
imbalance could indicate a temporary increase in life
stress, an immune response to a virus or bacterium, or
even a simple lack of attention to the diet.
So Far So Good – Then What Happens?
After several minutes of warming up, when you’re therapist
has you floating in that wonderful place between sleep
and bliss the real work begins.
Most reflexologists work one foot at a time, beginning
with the right, although techniques will vary. Some 
therapists have a light touch; others work more deeply.
Both techniques are effective. The reflexologist divides
the foot into regions and systematically ‘thumb walks’
over each section. The technique, where the outer edge
of the thumb pad presses on the surface of the foot, 
allows the therapist to feel one small area at a time. The
therapist can be very specific with her touch, stimulating
reflex points with precision.
During this time she may feel a change in texture.
Sometimes areas that need work are indicated by small
nodules beneath the skin that feel a little bit like grains
of sand. These are not harbingers of doom – they simply
reflect a possible weakness. Your therapist will note
these areas and either work on them immediately or go
back to them toward the end of the treatment. For 

continued on page 42


